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I am a writer and a writer writes.  
A writer also has to feed her child.  
I’m not wired to write exclusively  
about things that have no relevance  
to me (but who is?), which means  
I am stuck walking the line between 
writing honestly about things I care 
about, but not too honestly. I try  
not to share information that might  
cause my kiddo difficulty later  
(like embarrassment with peers)  
or potentially harm our relationship.

But I’m still going to write about  
the hard parts of my life, as well as 
parenting and family life. It comes with 
risks, but also rewards. After all, I’m 
capturing parts of my life—and hers—
that she may be curious about one day. 
I’m crossing my fingers. 

WALKING THE LINE
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HELP! MY KID CAN READ!
On the privacy dilemmas of the parent-writer
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she’d pretend to read and make things up; by the time she reached 
kindergarten, she began to read for real and would insist on 
reading parts of books to me. But by Grade 1, she was becoming 
resistant to reading aloud when asked. Her teacher assigned home 
reading and, suddenly, she needed to be coaxed to practice her 
reading in either English or French (she’s in French Immersion). 
I figured my stubborn seven-year-old needed some motivation to 
learn to read independently. 

One day, it came to me.

I began, “Did you know that once you can read on your own,  
you can read literally anything you want?”

She looked up at me, uncharacteristically quiet and wide-eyed,  
as if to say, “Please go on, Mother.”

In the time it took me to run to the bathroom, my kid 
progressed from chewing on board books to devouring  
YA novels. (Parenting changes the laws of space and time.)

Suddenly, she was asking questions like, “What’s a mausoleum?” 
and “What the hell is microfiche?” I wondered if I ought to be 
reading my six-year-old a book about a library-loving goth girl 
solving the murder of a ghost child, but she’d picked out the 
Dead Kid Detective Agency series (Evan Munday) from the 
library herself—and Canadian content, no less!  

Since toddlerhood, books have entertained and soothed my 
kiddo. She was a kid who couldn’t wait 30 seconds for her turn  
on the slide, but could spend hours with me, cuddled up with 
books. As long as I kept the books coming. As a young child, 
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I pulled a book off of the bookshelf—I think it was I’m Afraid of 
Men (Vivek Shraya)—and began flipping through the first few 
pages. “For instance, this book—is just full of swear words.”  
I pointed out a couple of F-bombs in the text: “See?” 

Like an opportunistic raccoon steals a tourist’s sandwich, my kid 
ripped the book out of my hands. “Oh-oh-oh! What letter does it 
start with? An ‘F’?” She burst into maniacal laughter only a child 
can produce.

A year later, she was well on her way to reading (and swearing)  
in both official languages.  

ON THE PERILS OF TEACHING YOUR KID TO READ

When the kid was close to crawling, we child-proofed the 
electrical outlets, toilet, and refrigerator. Now that she was seven 
and well on her way to literacy and actively looking for things  
to read, I began childproofing the bookshelves. I boxed up the 
dodgy graphic novels, books on eating disorders and cancer, and 
my cherished copy of Go the F**k to Sleep (Adam Mansbach), 
among others.

One day, I was sitting on the couch with my laptop, attempting to 
work as the kid played, when she ran over to the bookshelf: “NO 
FAT… CHEEKS? WHAT IS THIS MAMA?” (The book was 
No Fat Chicks: How Women Are Brainwashed to Hate their Bodies, 
by Terry Poulton.) She stood there, turning her head sideways 
to read the spine, before yanking the volume out of the shelf and 
gazing upon the cover, which featured Rubens’ The Three Graces. 
“Oh my gosh, these ladies are naked!” she gasped. And then I 
tried—and failed—to explain the book’s feminist premise.

Although it wasn’t a big deal, it should’ve prompted a better 
child-proofing of not only the bookshelves, but our devices. Years 
ago, I’d set the controls to block porn, weird music, social media, 
and Amazon Prime. I was overconfident, like a parent who sets 
up a baby gate at the top of a flight of stairs and forgets there’s 
another set of stairs leading to the basement. And you don’t want 
kiddo in the basement.  

A few months later, after kiddo had turned eight, I’d given her my 
phone so she could play music in the car. After a beat—in which 
I assumed she was scanning playlists—she began reading my text 
messages aloud. Specifically, a tense exchange with my co-parent. 
“Give me the phone!” I screamed, flailing behind my seat with one 
arm. Somehow, I kept the car on the road until I could pull over 
and confiscate the thing.

ON THE DANGERS OF WRITING

That the kid could now read things I’d written—and not just 
text messages, but magazine articles on adult topics and personal 
essays—was terrifying. Over the years, I’ve written about pretty 
traumatic experiences, like cancer and pregnancy loss, in a raw, 
direct fashion. Entirely intended for grown-ups.   

My daughter knows I had a miscarriage, and that I had cancer. 
But she doesn’t know the darkest corners of these experiences 
because I’m her mother and I try not to warp her. It had occurred 
to me while writing these pieces that my kid might come across 
them someday, but as an adult. Not a child. I was naïve. 

I didn’t realize how quickly kids learn to navigate technology and 
couldn’t imagine my child having any interest in my writing. For 

She’d used Google to search my 
name. Because mine is the kid who 
will use the Internet to dig up dirt 
on her mother. Finally, I grasped 

the full gravity of what it meant for 
my child to read and for me to be a 

writer with a kid.
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years, she’d hardly asked me what I did for work. I figured she 
wouldn’t want to read my writing any more than she would my 
T1 General.

And that might have been true had she been a different kind of 
kid. Or had I not extolled the virtues of reading to access adult 
stuff kids shouldn’t read (worst idea ever)? About a year after the 
texting incident, I ran to the bathroom and left my daughter — 
now nine years old — playing Roblox.

I heard her yelling from the other room: “Oh my GOD,  
Mama! This is so cringey!” Tablet in hand, she stomped into  
the bathroom (I was still on the toilet) to play a YouTube 
interview I’d done with a writer friend many years ago.  
“You’re so awkward, Mama!”

Yes, she’d used Google to search my name. Because mine is 
the kid who will use the Internet to dig up dirt on her mother. 
Finally, I grasped the full gravity of what it meant for my child  
to read and for me to be a writer with a kid.

I remind myself that my kid will not find everything I’ve ever 
written. There are paywalls. Links get broken. Stuff gets buried 
under other stuff. Media outlets go under. Things can live forever 
on the Internet, but they get lost, too (as I’m reminded of when I 
go in search of niche clips to send to new editors or clients).

And this is possibly a phase. Once the egocentrism of  
adolescence swallows my child, she’ll lose interest in anything  
to do with me. Hurray?

The trouble is, even if she loses interest, there’s a chance someone 
she knows will come across something I’ve written, know I’m her 
mom and, if it seems saucy enough, alert her or other people she 
knows to it. This isn’t helpful for a kid with two (divorced) moms 

who doesn’t always want to explain her family situation, and it 
isn’t helpful for me as a parent who doesn’t want to share every 
detail of her life with her child. 

I can’t do much about what I’ve written, but it’s changed what I 
write and publish. The memoir I wrote as my MFA thesis is still 
sitting on the proverbial shelf. It has content that I’m okay with 
her reading as an adult, but not as a child. It could risk the health 
of her relationships with me and others in her life. 

So, there are things I will not write about now (or, at least, 
publish) because they are not in my child’s best interest. Parental 
instincts supersede writerly instincts. 

WALKING THE LINE

I am a writer and a writer writes. A writer also has to feed her 
child. I’m not wired to write exclusively about things that have no 
relevance to me (but who is?), which means I am stuck walking 
the line between writing honestly about things I care about, but 
not too honestly. I try not to share information that might cause 
my kiddo difficulty later (like embarrassment with peers) or 
potentially harm our relationship.

But I’m still going to write about the hard parts of my life, as well 
as parenting and family life. It comes with risks, but also rewards. 
After all, I’m capturing parts of my life—and hers—that she may 
be curious about one day. I’m crossing my fingers. 

Caitlin Crawshaw is an award-winning freelance journalist and essayist 
in Edmonton. Her work has appeared in dozens of publications across North 
America, including Edify, The Globe and Mail, Maclean’s and Reader’s 
Digest. Crawshaw’s work has appeared in anthologies and literary magazines, 
and she was a Capital City Press featured writer in 2022. She holds an MFA 
in creative writing from UBC (2016). 
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2023 ALBERTA LITERARY
AWARDS CALL FOR JURORS

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 28

WRITERSGUILD.CA

The WGA is calling all avid readers, writers, teachers,
students, or people who just straight up love literature to
join our awards jury this season. This is an opportunity to be
“in the room” when the 2023 finalists and winners are
chosen. 
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